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Currently, there are two general approaches to conduct
experimental research. First, one can rely on off-the-shelf sensor
motes. This approach is easy to realize and, due to typically
relatively cheap motes, a larger network can be investigated
with moderate costs. The drawback of using real motes is,
however, that the insights are limited to the information that the
transceiver chip provides. Off-the-shelf sensor mote testbeds are,
therefore, well-suited to investigate application layer metrics,
but might lack the possibility to explain some of the effects,
as advanced metrics are not accessible. For example, it can
be hard to determine if outage occurred due to interference or
due to noise, as ordinary transceiver chips do not provide any
information about packets that could not be decoded. Another
potential drawback is that off-the-shelf motes can not be used
to investigate new physical layer strategies. Furthermore, for
some of the proposed physical layers, there are no consumer
I. I NTRODUCTION
devices available yet.
Due to their multitude of possible applications, Wireless
A second approach for conducting experimental research
Sensor Networks (WSNs) are still an active research topic. The is the use of Software Defined Radios (SDRs), where signal
application scenarios for these networks range from medical processing is done in software instead of being hidden inside
monitoring for drug dispense, environmental monitoring for a transceiver chip. An SDR system consists of a software
precision agriculture, over industrial real-time monitoring of framework for real-time signal processing and a hardware
production systems, to event detection systems like burglar RF frontend to send and receive the signal. With such a
alarms. Since its release in 2003, IEEE 802.15.4 [1] emerged reprogrammable system the user has full control over all signal
as the de-facto standard for these networks, enabling higher processing steps. The drawback of SDRs is that they add cost
layer standards like WirelessHart, ZigBee or 6LoWPAN.
and complexity. SDR-based systems are often not accessible for
The success of the standard is also visible in the fact that, non-experts in signal processing. Furthermore, these systems
today, there are twelve different physical layers proposed [2]. are often limited to physical layer implementations only and,
Starting with an O-QPSK physical layer with channels in the thus, are not interoperable with real sensor motes on higher
700 MHz to 900 MHz and 2.4GHz ISM-bands, IEEE 802.15.4 layers, i.e., the SDRs can not become nodes in a WSN.
networks are now even considered as secondary users on locally
We bridge this gap by providing an SDR based IEEE
unoccupied parts of the spectrum like TV white space.
802.15.4 testbed that provides a fully interoperable network
For that reason, system designers not only have to decide stack. The testbed is implemented based on GNU Radio and
between different frequency bands, but also between completely implements the communication stack from the physical up to
different wireless technologies, like O-QPSK, GFSK, or OFDM, the network layer, where applications can be attached easily.
i.e., selecting from a spectrum that ranges from single to multi- As network layer, we choose the Rime stack [3]. Rime is
carrier systems. It is therefore crucial to be able to compare a modular, lightweight network stack, which is part of the
and evaluate the performance of these different physical layer Contiki operating system. Contiki [4], in turn, is a state-oftechnologies. Furthermore, as WSNs are extremely application the-art operating system for research in WSNs. With the help
specific, it is important not to be limited to physical layer of the Rime stack, the SDRs can be easily integrated into a
metrics like Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and packet loss, but WSN, or form a heterogeneous network consisting of sensor
to have the opportunity to compare application layer behavior motes and SDRs.
and metrics like true goodput.
We make all GNU Radio code, a demo application, and a
Experimentation is a valuable instrument that can comple- Contiki firmware available as Open Source software in the
ment analytic and simulative performance evaluation of wireless hope that it might be useful for others.1
communication systems to considerably increase the confidence
1 All source code can be downloaded from http://www.ccs-labs.org/software/.
in the results.
Abstract—We present a Software Defined Radio (SDR) based
IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver testbed for GNU Radio. Our testbed is
Open Source and fully interoperable with off-the-shelf TelosB
sensor motes and the Contiki sensor mote operating system,
from the physical layer to the network stack. The testbed can
be setup and configured easily via a graphical user interface
and applications can interface with the SDR using TCP sockets.
Furthermore, the SDR is able to log traffic in PCAP format to
investigate networks with common software like Wireshark.
We believe the main applications of the transceiver to be twofold. First, the communication stack has a modular, layered
structure, which allows for rapid prototyping, is educational,
and is easy to grasp, lowering the steep learning curve that
SDRs typically have. Secondly, the integration of a network stack
in GNU Radio pushes interoperability from the physical to the
network and application layer and thus enables the investigations
of higher layer metrics with SDRs.

II. R ELATED W ORK
The O-QPSK physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
was first implemented by Thomas Schmid in 2006 [5]. This
implementation featured separated receive and transmit chains
and was verified to work with Crossbow MicaZ motes.
This implementation provided the base for several further
research projects. It was used to study properties of the physical
layer and the applicability of SDRs to conduct wireless research
in general.
The potential of SDR based testbeds for wireless research in
sensor networks was already realized by Ali et al. [6], urging the
community to move from simulations to SDR based prototypes.
In [7], the authors go one step further and discuss the idea
of Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks. These networks exploit
the flexibility of SDRs by applying cognitive radio strategies
to sensor networks. An actual testbed for wireless research
is presented in [8], where the authors prototype protocols in
SDRs and on real hardware, but focus only on the MAC layer.
In all SDR implementations latency is a crucial factor, as
the standard mandates strict maximum response times. For
that reason, the latency of the GNU Radio implementation is
studied by Thomas Schmid et al. in [9] by means of Round
Trip Time (RTT) measurements.
Using SDRs connected via USB 2.0, the RTT of the SDR
was an order of magnitude higher than the RTT of MicaZ
motes. Furthermore, the RTT of the SDR suffered from high
variances, whereas the RTT of the MicaZ motes was very
deterministic. Given these results, the latency bounds that the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard mandates could not be met.
The more recent USRP2 SDRs are connected via Gigabit
Ethernet. This, together with the advances of GNU Radio,
most notably the Vectorized Library of Kernels (VOLK) [10],
should lower latency considerably. The VOLK library is part of
GNU Radio and allows the use of Single Instruction Multiple
Data (SIMD) operations. As SIMD instructions operate on
vectors instead of scalars, the performance can be improved
considerably.
In [11], the IEEE 802.15.4 implementation was further
extended to support multi-channel reception with the N210
USRP SDRs. Compared to the USRP1, the N210 provides a
higher bandwidth and allows to decode five adjacent channels
in parallel.
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Figure 1. The modular, layered structure of the SDR transceiver as exposed to
GNU Radio Companion. The physical Layer is encapsulated in a hierarchical
block. The packets between the MAC and the physical layer are captured
by the Wireshark Connector (in this case only outgoing packets to preserve
clearness of the Figure).

The USRP source and USRP sink blocks in Figure 1 are
interfacing this hardware. These blocks are connected to the
physical layer, which is encapsulated in a hierarchical block,
that hides all details of the modulation process. In GNU Radio,
a hierarchical block does not implement an algorithm itself but
contains another flow graph. This concept supports modularity
and allows a clearer structure.
From the multitude of physical layers that are included
(or, rather, are proposed to be included) in the IEEE 802.15.4
standard, currently only the O-QPSK PHY is implemented.
This physical layer defines 16 channels in the 2.4 GHz band.
The implementation is based on the UCLA ZigBee PHY of
Thomas Schmid [5]. We extended it by porting it to version
3.7 of GNU Radio, we added GNU Radio Companion bindings
in order to access the blocks in the graphical user interface,
we reimplemented all python functions in C++, we changed
the transmitter to GNU Radio blocks (i.e., removed custom
blocks that are not needed anymore), and finally merged the
separated receive and transmit chains to operate in parallel to
form a transceiver system.
III. T RANSCEIVER A RCHITECTURE
Creating a transceiver out of separated receive and transmit
Figure 1 gives an overview of the transceiver structure as chains is not as straight forward as it might sound. Since
exposed to GNU Radio Companion, a GUI that can be used to we use half-duplex radio frontends, the USRP has to switch
setup and configure signal processing flow graphs. The layered between send and receive mode for every packet that is
structure of the communication system can be identified clearly. sent. This happens automatically, in the sense that by default
In the following, we describe the individual components.
the USRP receives and switches to transmission mode if it
receives samples from GNU Radio. The switch from receiving
A. Physical Layer
to transmitting is no problem, however the other way round
For our tests and development of the receiver, we used USRP is. When a packet (i.e., a burst of samples) is sent and the
N210 SDRs from Ettus Research, equipped with XCVR2450 sample stream to the device stops, the USRP first assumes that
daughterboards as radio frontend. These daughterboards can an underflow occurred, i.e., the PC can not deliver the samples
operate on the 2.4 GHz ISM band in half-duplex mode.
fast enough. For that reason, the device does not switch back
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(a) Overview of the modular structure of the Rime stack. Each
protocol makes use of its underlying primitives. Solid components
have been implemented in our testbed.

(b) Configuration interface of the Rime block with ports
dynamically created by the given parameter set.

(c) Resulting block instance.

Figure 2. Overview of the Rime stack and implementation in GNU Radio.

to receive mode immediately, but instead waits until a timeout
occurs. The problem, however, is that when communicating
with real hardware like the TelosB motes, this timeout period
is too long and immediate responses like acknowledgments are
missed, as the device is still in transmit mode.
To deal with that issue, we insert a tag at the start of each
burst that indicates its length, i.e., the number of samples that
the burst spans.2 We added a block just before the USRP sink,
which reads the length tag and, with this additional length
information, is able to signal the USRP when the end of the
burst is reached. Thus, the timeout before switching back to
receive mode is avoided.

C. Rime Network Stack

The Rime communication stack is a lightweight network
stack, designed for use in WSNs. It was implemented for
Contiki by Dunkels et al. [3]. Contiki is a state-of-the-art
operating system for WSNs and is, like TinyOS, heavily used
and well accepted in the research community.
As depicted in Figure 2a, Rime has a modular, layered
structure, where more complex connection primitives extend
the underlying simpler ones to offer advanced features. The
solid blocks in Figure 2a depict the connection primitives that
are currently included in our SDR implementation.
The communication stack can be setup completely with a
graphical user interface. Figure 2b shows the configuration
interface of the Rime stack in the GNU Radio Companion
B. MAC Layer
GUI frontend. The user can open new Rime connections
As depicted in Figure 1, the MAC layer is implemented by adding channels numbers to the list corresponding to the
on top of the physical layer. The colors of the ports encode desired connection type. We tweaked GNU Radio so that it is
the type of data that is exchanged between the blocks. Gray possible to dynamically create input and output message ports.
is used to depict asynchronous messages ports, which were This way, we can add a new pair of input and output port
introduced in GNU Radio v3.6.3. Asynchronous messages allow per connection. Figure 2c depicts the Rime block, generated
to work packet-based, as opposed to stream-based – the mode by the given configuration. We see two pairs of broadcast
in which most of the physical layer blocks are working in. and unicast connections (labeled bcinX, bcoutX, ucinX, and
Asynchronous messages can encapsulate arbitrary information ucoutX) and a reliable unicast connection (labeled with rucin
by the use of polymorphic types. The GNU Radio developers, and rucout). Furthermore, we can configure the Rime address
however, agreed on a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) format. A of the transceiver.
PDU is represented by a pair consisting of a dictionary and a
Considering unicast connections, the application has to
character buffer. The buffer is used to store the actual data of specify the destination node on a per-packet basis, like it
the packet, while the dictionary can contain arbitrary metadata. is the case for common UDP sockets. This is required as Rime
The MAC block is currently limited to the most basic operates connection-less. We decided to prefix the actual packet
functionality that enables connectivity. It encapsulates the payload with the destination address of the target node in order
packets from the higher layers with a valid IEEE 802.15.4 to provide an easy to use interface to the SDR.
header and calculates and appends the CRC checksum. On the
IV. PCAP AND W IRESHARK C ONNECTOR
receive path, it does the reverse, removing the MAC header
and checking whether the CRC is correct.
To ease debugging and to allow monitoring communications
In particular, the MAC layer does not perform carrier sensing, in the WSN, we implemented a module that logs all transmisbut instead sends a message immediately. For that reason, sions in PCAP format3 , the de-facto standard format for packet
the MAC layer does not yet support any other CSMA/CA dumps. PCAP is understood by all network monitoring tools
functionality like backing off in time.
like Wireshark or tcpdump. These tools also provide useful
additional functionality like throughput and delay calculations.
2 In GNU Radio, tags can annotate specific samples of the sample stream
with arbitrary information.

3 http://www.tcpdump.org/

We dump the network traffic with the Wireshark Connector
block, which is depicted at the right hand side of Figure 1.
When the block is started it writes a PCAP file header that
includes global parameters like maximum packet size and the
utilized technology. Every packet that is passed between MAC
and physical layer is prefixed with per-packet information and
logged. The per-packet header contains information about the
packet size and includes a time stamp that indicates when the
packet was received. The PCAP file can either be written to
disk or to a Linux pipe where Wireshark can be attached to.
With the help of the pipe the network can be monitored live.
We utilized the Wireshark connector to get first insights into
the latency of the presented transceiver. We ran the transceiver Figure 3. An example setup, consisting of a USRP N210 and a TelosB mote
on a laptop with an Intel i5 CPU (2.6 GHz) and measured the that periodically sends light sensor data that is displayed in the graph on the
right screen. On the left screen, the whole communication is monitored in
RTTs between an SDR and a TelosB mote to be around 5 ms. Wireshark.
Wireshark supports ZigBee and, thus, can dissect the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC format, but not the Rime protocol headers. We
This transceiver represents a proof of concept implementation
therefore also implemented a dissector for Rime in LUA.
that
is interoperable with real sensor motes. With this as
To demonstrate the capabilities of the testbed, we ima
starting
point, we hope to provide a tool that facilitates
plemented and made available a Contiki firmware for the
rapid
prototyping
of new physical layers, and that allows the
TelosB sensor mote platform. By default this firmware opens
investigation
of
application
layer metrics with SDRs.
a broadcast connection and periodically disseminates the
values of the light sensor on that connection. Furthermore,
a notification is sent over that connection when the button is
pressed.
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